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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about IPv6 RA guard are true? (Choose two)
A. It is supported in the ingress and egress directions
B. It provides security for tunneled I Pv6 traffic
C. It blocks unauthorized ICMPv6 Type 134 packets
D. It blocks unauthorized ICMPv6 Type 133 packets
E. It supports host mode and router mode
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
When creating an initialization Block, which BI Administration
function is used?
A. Job Manager
B. Projects Manager
C. Identity Manager
D. Variable Manager

Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Open up the Administration tool, go to Manage then variables.
See screenshot below.
variable manager
Then follow this picture to create a new Initialization Block.
create init block
Name your Initialization block init_block_test.
big picture

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which types of components can a BPT test contain? (Select two.)
A. scripted BPT GUI components only
B. LoadRunner components
C. manual BPT components
D. BPT components of the same type
E. keyword and scripted BPTGUI components
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
What customer value is delivered with holistic inventory
visibility?
A. Fulfilling orders via inventory in-transit.
B. Incorporating customer sentiment into the order process.
C. Providing only the best quality products.
D. Reducing supply chain costs.
Answer: A
Explanation:
* IBMSterling Global Inventory Visibilitybenefits: Improve
inventory utilization across the supply chain Improve product
availability Avoid transit expediting costs
Note:The Sterling Global Inventory Visibilityapplication
coordinates global inventory across multiple sites, enterprises
and participants. Managers can track inventory at internal and
externalship nodes. It provides a real-time availability
picture by synchronizing multiple demand (schedules, plans,
quotes, orders, etc.) and supply types (on-hand, inbound, on
purchase, scheduled, etc.). It identifies shortages and allows
inventory planners to resolve problems by manipulating
inventory balances, through allocation of sales orders,
execution of purchases or movement of inventory. Data can be
shared with external systems, customers, suppliers, and
partners for demand and supply management. It provides the
global visibility, ATP/ATD, reservations and tracking for an
extended enterprise environment.

Decrease stock-outs.
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